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Stash-Busting Blanket
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

You need

This scrappy blanket is perfect for using up all your
leftovers! Make it similar to the pictured sample, or
easily change the striping pattern, or even the shape
of the the whole thing, for totally different looks!
The construction, one strip at a time, all connected
modularly, makes for a fun blank-canvas kind of
project that can use up colors in endless possible
ways. The sample has 2x2 row stripes, but you can
use wide blocks of color, or varying stripe widths, in
as many colors as you want.
You can also get completely different looks by
changing the ways your sections slant - the sample is
made up of a combination of straight and slanting
sections, but you can choose to instead work all
straight sections, or all slanting sections, switching
back and forth for a chevron look. All pattern options
are included, as well as blank diagrams that you can
color in to try out different striping ideas!

‣ approx 405 yards / 370 meters total in super bulky
weight yarn, or more yardage for a larger blanket
- the sample small lap blanket used:
-- Malabrigo Merino Worsted aran weight, held triple
stranded:
130 yards / 119 meters in Tuareg
130 yards / 119 meters in Verde Esperanza
88 yards / 80 meters in Coco
88 yards / 80 meters in Cadmium
115 yards / 105 meters in Dusty
-- Malabrigo Twist aran weight, held triple stranded:
90 yards / 82 meters in Natural
63 yards / 58 meters in Sunset
82 yards / 75 meters in Sealing Wax
91 yards / 83 meters in Lettuce
82 yards / 75 meters in Teal Feather
-- Malabrigo Chunky bulky weight, held double
stranded:
53 yards / 48 meters in Frank Ochre
62 yards / 57 meters in Cactus Flower
54 yards / 49 meters in Pearl Ten
-- (960 yards / 878 meters total in aran held triple, and
169 yards / 155 meters total in bulky held double)
‣ or, any weight yarn for any gauge blanket, enough
yardage to make a blanket as large as you want
(tons of various colors of leftover partial balls in
approximately the same weight is perfect!)
‣ size US 15 (10mm) needles
‣ or, needles sized to match your yarn for any gauge
‣ a yarn needle

Also, while the sample is thick and squishy in super
bulky triple-stranded yarn, you can make a blanket in
any weight yarn at any gauge, in any size - just keep
knitting for as long as needed, until you like your size.

Gauge

Color by Number patterns use no complex techniques
like stranded knitting or intarsia, just plain striping,
easy picked up stitches, and a couple yarn-carrying
tricks to make for as little finishing as possible, while
keeping a neat back side.

Construction

Color by Number Stash-Busting Blanket is copyright
Lee Meredith 2013 - for personal use only, no
reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit the
leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry
group if you have questions or need help.

Just under 2 sts per inch / 2.5 cm, in garter stitch, or
any gauge.

This blanket is constructed one long, narrow
section at a time, each section joined to the previous
section as it's worked, by picking up one edge stitch
on every other row.
By switching back and forth between slanted down
and slanted up sections, and straight sections, you'll
get the waving lines of the stripes and piece shape.
You can change the slants of the sections to make
a straight blanket, or chevrons or zig-zags, as you like
(flip the page).
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Blanks to try out color ideas

For above shape, work sections as sample: up, straight, down, straight, up, straight, down.

For above shape, work sections
slanting [down, up] for whole piece.

For above shape, work all sections straight.
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